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the instrument libraries that come with sampletank2 include the following: elektron pads - a set of six ambient-style pads, each with a unique voice and distinctive sound ensemble 1 - a set of playing drums, each with four unique voices, including the classic kick, snare,
ride and hi-hat ride 1 - a set of synth rides ride 2 - a set of synth rides synth bass - a set of five synth basses synth lead - a set of four synth leads synth pad - a set of three synth pads synth strings - a set of five synth strings synth strings pad - a set of three synth strings

the two wav/aiff importing facilities are very useful. sampletank2 can read wav files directly into its own internal sample libraries, and also into its own sample editor, which provides editing facilities from which users can export patches to a series of external sample
libraries. you can also import wav files and individual tracks from a kontakt library and export kontakt files to sampletank2. if you prefer, you can load aiff files directly into sampletank2, which also offers direct editing of aiff-format loops. the stretch function is a real
timesaver; it can be used to make a new sample from an existing sample or a file, and to make a new sample from the input of an external instrument or effect. for example, you could stretch a noise that's generated by a sampler to create a different version of the

sound. the stretch function uses sampletank2's own sample-editing tools to process the sample, and its target pitch (which defaults to match sampletank1's pitch, though you can change this) and pan controls are designed to provide a stereo spread for the stretched
sample. you can stretch a sample to any scale you like, using a length of time you specify from as short as a few milliseconds to seconds, and the same length of time will be used to play the sample. there's also an echo option, which you can set to have a variable delay
or to have a fixed length (0-1000ms), while the lfo controls can be mapped to the pitch, pan and volume envelope controls (and there are some tweaks to the shape of the lfo waveforms), with the default lfo speed set at the minimum value (1hz). the four macro knobs

are also available to control stretch parameters, and the same four parameters can be used to make the new sample.
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while the new sounds can't compete with the original sampletank1 in terms of sheer variety, the new instrument engines and new synth sounds do offer a good deal. for example, the new guitar and bass offer better velocity response, the piano and organ sound better, the synth sounds are richer and more realistic, and the
new effects and drum kits are much more useful. on balance, the new xl2 version of sampletank is an improvement over the original, and the mac version has finally come of age. sampletank is now fully compatible with mac os x, and the package contains a comprehensive manual and also includes 32- and 64-bit versions

of the patch editor, so it's no longer necessary to use the older xl1 version to edit patches. the new version also comes with a separate 'advanced patch editor' version that includes undo/redo and a number of other useful features. in addition, the bundled sample editor is now 64-bit, and it's possible to import additional
patches from the web. the full version of sampletank2 costs $49.95, and the xl1 version is $29.95. sampletank2 is available from the ik website, as well as from a number of other distributors; for example, from sonic reality, whose sound on sound v2 website provides a link to the xl2 version. the xl1 version is also available

from digital music express. sampletank xl2 now also offers its own midi-compatible virtual midi synth engine, with a new flexible 'midi patch editor' which lets you control up to six parameters on each patch. the new xl2 midi engine also offers a flexible timbral selection system, allowing you to sample sounds from any of the
available synth engines, or mix and match different samples to create your own timbral palette. this is a much more powerful feature than the previous 'text editor' system, and it's not as easy to use as the xl1 version's 'midi patch editor', but it's a much more flexible way to mix and match different samples. for example,

you can create your own collection of virtual synths by sampling different sounds and then adjusting their timing and filtering to make them sound more like a real instrument. 5ec8ef588b
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